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About This Game

Dimension Drifter is a fast paced, ultra-violent action shooter.

Our timeline has collapsed and many didn't even notice. Since then, inexplicable mysteries started happening all over the world.
Strange sightings of objects and beings. Crop circles appeared. Cattle mutilation. Memories that didn't reflect reality anymore.

The list gets longer every day...

All of this was just the beginning. Since then, hundreds of years have passed. It all spiraled out of control. One day, strange
portals to another dimension have opened and Demons poured out. An endless war began. Some cities have created plasma

domes around them, protecting them from the eternal onslaught. But most now lie in ruins.

Some extraordinary people who were able to survive long enough in the ruins have harnessed special abilities. In the eye of the
public, these powers are deemed evil and it is said they are of demonic nature. These special people are outcasts, not allowed to

enter the Domes of safety anymore. They are called Drifters.

Features

Super fluid action gameplay. Tight controls compared with animation cancelling actions make you feel in absolute
control 100% of the time.
Brutal Action combined with a deep Pen&Paper RPG world. The World of Dimension Drifter has been created over a
period of 15 years as a Pen&Paper RPG foundation. Reveal more and more about the world as you progress through the
missions.
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Endless levels that are randomly arranged each time you play. But robots can't design intuitive maps. As a modern
mapper for the original Doom, I've added certain intelligence to the level creation to make it feel as humanly crafted as
possible. Each room piece is also designed by hand to give everything you see a manmade feel.
Thousands of randomized progression items. Like in Diablo and other loot-oriented games, the game offers almost
endless combinations of items you can find to improve your Drifter.
Visual character customization is also a great aspect of the game design. Choose between Male or Female Drifter and
have a lot of outfits to mix and match, with tons of colors to choose for each piece. I want the Drifter to be YOUR
OWN! However, during the very early Early Access time, this content may be limited to only a few options.
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Title: Dimension Drifter
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
BlueEagle Productions
Publisher:
Paul Schneider
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX / AMD Radeon 6870 HD or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible

English
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This is a first person horror game, You play as a girl named Mia, who is bald headed and completely naked throughout the
whole game, she's trapped in a dark and creepy place with lots of naked mannequins and has to solve a bunch of irritating
puzzles to escape. There is no save feature instead the game auto saves every time Mia advances to the next area. Mia will carry
a flashlight which will frequently need new batteries to keep working, you'll find batteries every time you enter a new area. If
the flashlight isn't working pressing the O button gives Mia a brief flash of light, if you hate puzzles or nudity then don't play
this.. Annoying waste of time and money with nothing to recommend it. When I play this game it reminds me of how great
things used to be.. again, had trouble with this one because i am not a pollack. a good camo if your into druuuuuuuuuuuuugs
maaaan
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Puzzle? Nah...

Kind of felt like a point and click adventure where you hope for the best! The artworks are still great, but it does not warrant the
current price, because other then the art and story there is little content to justify such a high price!. Very underrated game...
. This game Rocks!!!!!

1 its origanal
2 its addictive
3 very funny
4 great price

online is coming. imagine and dAY WITH MORE KNIGHTS MORE LEVELS BIGER LEVELS
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH BUY THIS GAME!!!!!

. Ian's eyes is one of the worst games I have ever played. It\u2019s complete bull crap, but let\u2019s start with the story first.

You play as Ian, a young blind boy starting his first day at a new school; everything is going okay, till the Principal shows an old
slideshow to the school, which makes them into zombie. So it\u2019s up to Ian and his dog North to escape.

Now let\u2019s start with the good first. I liked the music and the idea for the game is interesting too. Now for bad.
The story does not make one bit of sense.

Hell even when you hear how all most all the school became zombies it still does not make sense. Then there is the protagonist
Ian, he is one of the most stupidest people.
Like when he gets to the Principal\u2019s office, the Principal tells him to get a key from the library, and Ian does that. Even
those he is blind and there are zombies running around.

Or when Ian gets hurt and asks his dog to get something for the pain, again, he asks his dog to get something for the pain.

Now for the enemies. They are unpredictable and unfair in annoying way, what I mean by that is that you must get past them to
get to safety\/get to the next area.

But they are so unpredictable and even those there are blind, if you get to close to them, even if you are behind them they can
still get you.

Then there is the art\/graphics style. Now to me, I don\u2019t really care about that as long as there is a good story with some
good characters.

Hell I think it show you don\u2019t need the best art\/graphics style to make awesome and beloved game.
But this game it show it art\/graphics even the animation still needed some work. Voice acting too.
And the worst thing about this game is it had an interesting idea but completely screwed it up.

So with all that being said don\u2019t get this game, even those I got this on sail, I still feel like I got ripped off.. Go! Go ! to the
deeper of sea !! some interisting Logic Game :D (We need Logic to play it)

i'll give 10/10 Logic

  6/10 Adventure
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